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Introduction

The interest in optical non-linear properties of organic mater&Is is rapidIs increasiuS_ Depending on
structure and electronic resonances the second- and third-order non-linear susceptibilities #)
and x(s) of
such substances can be extremely huge, exceeding those of commonly used inorggc
materiais by several
orders of maSnitude [12J_ These substances are therefore under discussion as possible media in frequaq
converters [3,4], modulators [5,6], non-linear waveguides [7l, and other non-linear optical devices These
susceptibilities are usually measured by second-harmonic [S-13] and third-harmonic [14-171 generation_
The dipolar part of the non-linear susceptibihty x”’ vanishes in centrosymmetric media [lS]_ Its
measurement and use requires some degree of orientation of the active moIecuIes in the sample As a
consequence, molecules with Iaro,e second-order hyperpolarizabibty
jl cannot.be used in crysta.Iform when
these are centrosymmetric, as in the case of p-nitr+a.niIiue [19]_ On the other baud, B cannot be measured
directly in isotropically armuSed sampies unless the molecuies are ch.iraI and two light fields of different
frequencies are mixed [20]_
have to be
To obtain a maximum of information about aII tensor components of /3 the molties
rigorously oriented, using the neat crystal if it is non-centrosymmetric or by doping them into a
non-centrosymm etric host cqstaI lattice As an alternative a centrosymmetric host material can be
employed and the degeneracy of the two oppositely oriented sublattices of the guest moIecuIes can be lifted
with a dc electric field [X,22]_ In this case the electronic resonant part of B can be studied virtually without
interferences from the.freId-induced non-resonant x c-) of the host mater%_ While ah tensor elements couid
in priucipIe be studied, the mixed crystal method is rest&ted to cases where auappropriate
host materiaf
can be found. It is certainly not useful for routine measurements_
&t alternative
technique
exists in the method. of field-induced second-harmonic geueration [23-27]
developed
mainly by Levine and Ekthea [28-371 arid Oudar and co-workers [3842]_ However- this ~metbod
yields ordy one moIec&,r parameter as an average of aII tensor eIements. In addition, the induced x”
contains not only contributions from the moIecuIar hyperpoIarizabiI+y j3 via oriemation of the moIecuIar
dipoles, but aho new electronic contributions resuhing from the molecubu third-order hyperpohuizabibty
0301-0104)SS/S03.30 @ JZIsevierScience Publishers B-V_
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y [43]_Ir~.cases
where rotational diffusion is very slow the two effectscan

be _xpa.rated by measuring the

geruxated second-harmonic light before and just after the dc field _ia switched off [31].
h this paper ‘we inv&tigate the non-linear second-order response of ,uniaxially oriented sampies. With
respect to the degree of orientation this case’is intermediate between the crystal and a random isotropic
distribution_ The sampIe is characterized by one axis around which it is rotationahy. invariant, and which
lies in the direction of- the averaged dipore -moment- Such situations are frequentty encountered in
adsorbate systems on non-&ystalEne substrat~es [44,45]_-The non-vanishing x@’ of surface Iayers has been .investigated via end-harmonic
generation by several groups [44-521 and the rotational _invariance
around the surface normal was found to hold in many cases_ Oriented dipole layer% are alsoknown in many
biological systems, especiahy membranes_
:IJnaxiaIly oriented sampks can be generated in the laboratory by poling of polymer matric& with s&is
electric fields_ When the sample is first heated and then cooled below the glas temperature while applying
the dc field -the poJing will be persistent [53,54]_
Our main interest is- to elucidate the relation between the macroscopic susceptibility x0), the microscopic hyperpokizability
/3 and the distriibution function of the molecular orientation_ The results are
appIicabIe to:
(a) Dete rmination of mokuIar
tensor ekments of &I in cases where the mokcuIar orientation is known.
eg in poled polymer~matrices~
in cases where j3 is known
(b) Det ermiuation of mokcuIarorientation
Both applications could be combined by studying a molecule first in a poled polymer matrix and
subsequently adsorbed on a surface or doped as a probe into liquid crystals or membranes_
In section 2 we wih briefIy discuss the symmetry properties of #)
in unaxkhy oriented systems- It will
be convenient to use both cartesian and spherical coordinates_ The latter allow a straightforward
construction of the rotational invariants [55,56]_ The third section is devoted to the. discussion of the
orientation distribution function which is used to connect the macroscopic susceptibility x0) with the
molecular hyperpolarirabihty
B_ In sections 4 and 5 examples are presented which demonstrate the
application of the method to several situations of interest_ Section 6 shows how the macroscopic quantities
required for the analysis can be obtained by polarized sum: and differeneefrequency generation_

2 x”’

in rotationahy invariant systems

Two light beams represented by classical c-number tieIds:
$=

(qexp[-i(o,f

-ki-r)]

fc_c_,

i=

1.2,

0)

are incident on a non-linear medium, where they interact via the second-order susceptibility XC’ to form a
non-linear tx&rirationr

This poIariz&on has Fourier components, among others, rotating with the sum frequency or + o, and the
difference frequency o2 - wi_ The expression for the sum frequency is:
9(&J, -+ ‘AL) =P(

o1 +w2)

exp[i(k,+k2)-r-i(q

(3)

+dt].

with the amplitude vector given by:
-P(o,)o*)=~~(o,,
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and 4 We are concerned with the tenkor
expressed in eq. (4). :m_ti.wziye+aract~
OF +j~~$&e%
1.:
-- polarization as~~~~.in
eq. (?),*.be
dealt,&&
in- +ection 6. F@ti_ficwronL*
drop’..all frequ%cy:
arguments since the discus&on is +.iaUy v,a.li&;for sum- a.$ difference-freqe+y
gene++;
J.’ I- ,: ,_ :‘Eq_ (4) is a relation betw-een.a_ ‘third-ra+k tens& xc-’ and ~,_~+a&
tensors. g,, I&,-aud .P: In;
Cartesian coordinates ii has the form:
:
: z

..

Pi=&ijkEljE&,
p

$k-& {X,

Y, Z)_

’

“

(9

...

We take the laboratory 2 axis .as the dipolar axis of the &ple
around which it iz. &q+ed
to .he
rotationally in variant For zi surfaoe layer this is the surface normal, for an eleztricaliy oriented sample it is
the direction of the &pplied dc field. Rotation of the sample around Z by an arbitrary angle Q transforms
~._..
the Cartesian components of a vector according :tor
X’=Xcosrp-

Ysinq,

r=xsinq?+

:fcoscp,

z’=z_

-@I

The Components of X” will transform Like thkprodtict
of the axresponding three coordinates. Of the
X,X2 + YIY2 and X,Y, - Y,X2 are directly seen to be
prod&s
of two coordinates the’expressionsZ,~Z,,
rotationally invkiant
The inkriant products _:bf three coordinates are found by multiplication of these
expressions with a further 2 componeni
Smde the tensor is required to he invariant as a whole, =ch
component has to be invariant_ This leads to th_eiconditions X,X, - YlY2 = 0 and X,Y2 i- Y,X, v 0 for each
pair of indices in x. The seven non-vanishing ufvariants of xc-’ are:
XZZZ.

xzYx=

xxYz=

-xrxz.

XZYY*
xxzr=

x_Yzx=xyzY~
-xuzx.

~jx_Y~=xYYz.
xqxj

=

-xzrx-

04
mj

If in addition to the rotation w
a mirror p&e
containing the 2 axis exists, the three invariants in ob, :_
will vanish_ In the special case of second-harm:o&c generation the t&r
is symmetric in it& last tw& indices,
0. There arc seven measurable parameters in the
kading to x=x=
xx_k2. XxYz=XmY.
4
xzxY=
general case of sum- or difference-frequt$cy : generation and four in the case of second-harmonic
generation. They reduce to fox and three, ~2~tively,
in the prksence of a mirror plane
Table 1
of the rotation group T’_ Each T’of
R* will
RR into i&ducib:k
rep rcsamkons
Redsxcfionofthcnthrankcart~tcns0t-s
the To” arc the isotropic inwmiants
T’-‘.
T’. T’+’
.CorR O+’ _ The Td are the ‘mtationd insariany
-:

lhrecwnfriiuticms
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bask k&e&
to -express the &mpone&
of @
is given- by the +-&ducibIe: i&r
‘operatois TL of the rotatkn-group [ii?]_ Underrotation of .tke cixxdkate~systeiii thk 21-C l~oomponents of
T’ &%foiin
I&iith~~sphixical
ha&&&
T+bIe 1 shoe k a:diagrak
how-the~c&tesian
t&scks:of
i~~dg
r&k CL& be’decomposed intd inducible tc&rs T’. The tensors of th& .next higher- rank arti. _..
found by m&plicatiou~of
each T’ of tile lower-rank kn& with T’ foIIow&i by qx5uctiozt For__Zp 1 this
-_._.. -._.
Y;elaS~three
new tensors in each step accordi& to:
i(

--:

:Tc@ f’

= Tt+l

.

i- T’tT’-’

m;

-

..

(8)

The third-rank tensor x(*’ decomposes into one To7 &ree T’, two Tt, and one T3_ Tensor opkrators with
the same Z must be distinguished by a further indei in which we take to_&_ the~l of the pirent irreducible
tensoroperatorofrankn=2_.
-..
:_
_
Und& rotation of the physical system with augIe’g, around the 2 axis L the axis of quant;zat&m of t&e
aq+ar
momentum - the irreducible tensor operators t&form
in the foIIowing way:
.~_

i
\_
-The components with m = 0 are the invarian ts
-of x”
in complete agreement with.the argument in
basis systems is accompIished by a tmifvy~mat+
irreducible basis tensors 1Zqrn):

1 seven such invariants exist in the case
coordinates. T~tformation.betwee*
both
at&g @e caqesian basis tensors lijk) and the

lZqm> =&qzz.tjkllsik):
ijk

coupIing scheme adopted here first coupk
the .two$arteGan indices jk corresponding to the field
vectors in eq_ (3) to yieId the intermediate angular momen!um q *_ The matrix of the c(Zqm, ijk)breaks up
into two blocks which are given in tabIe 2_ Writing the components of X .defmed in both tensor bases as
.I

The

xiii,

this

matrix

=(Xfgik).
serves

xti~~=(x[&?+

WI

to interconvert X in both systems:

ctqm.tjkxijk~

xtjk

=

c

tan

c&_ijkx’sp,

f
(12)

:

:

whereas the matrix c(Zqm, ijk)is ti.tay_ the matrix r&ting the rotational invariants in both systems is
not **_ The reason for this is that columns correspon$.ng to Xzxx and Xzvv etc_ have been contracted_
The result is:

(13)
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intd irreducible tensor operators can aIso Ix done with the molecular tensor in the
coordinate system. The unitary transformation. matrix c(lqm, #)
is exactly the same, and

eqs_ (12) apply with X‘ repIaced by B-

3_ ‘Ihe oritih
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RI. The orientaiionmerage
We assume that the macroscopic snsceptiiihty X is the tertstx sum of the moIecnIar hyperpoIari.zabihtie
j?, therewith negkcting contriiutions
x=

which might arise from the mutual interaction of the molecuks:

(B> = I dQf(QM(Q)-

09

For ensembks of orggc
molecuks this approximation is usuahy correct, especiahy in dilute solutions_ The
average is defmed by the orientation distriiution function f(Q)
giving the probability that a mokcnIe is
found with orientation Jz of its mokcnIar coordinate qstem with respect to the laboratory coordinate
systeru D deuotes a set of three o&ntationaI p arameters, in particuk
tbe.EuIer au&s a, p, 7 as shown in
fig. 1; The rotation between the reference system _qx attached to the mokcule and the.Iaboratory system
XYZ can be viewed as accomplished in two ways: Consecu tive rotation with angks u, j3, y around the axes
r, y, z moving with the mokcuI~ or consecu tive rotations with the same angks but in opposite order y, 8,
a around the Iaboratory-fixed axes 2, Y. 2. In eq. (15) /3(Q) is the hyperpokrizabihty
contriiution of a
molecuie with orientation &I expressed in the laboraro~ momGates_ It is found from the tensor in the
moIecuIar coordinates fi(J2 = 0) by a rotation o@rator. In cartesiaq coordinates:

kh<e>

=CR,(9)R,,-(52)R,(B)B~~~,

04%

gk

where R is the matrix of the direction cosines reIating the two reference frames
th&
of the irreduciile tensor operator formahsm comes in with the much simpler expression:
B,‘(Q) =

;
L(%(O)m---I

(1’)

Witb the above given definition of Euler a&es
DL(Q)

the simplicity

= exp[i(my

f

41 d,(B)

and rotations the Wigner matrices DA, a& givenbyr

.-

._
.~

(18)
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with the expansion coefficients:
- -i[;,

-.

.~
($,

= <Q!m>-

The average of eq. (17) yields:
x’, = 0%

= C&nAJAO)m

(21)

The 21t 1 components of each itreducibIe tensor average ordy among themseIves and not with those of
another 1. or the same .’ but another subindex q_ ConsequentIy the tensors with 2 = 0 remain unchanged by
any average and are called isotropic tensors The coefficient B,, is aIways unity since eq_ (20) is just the
normahzation requirement for f(Q) in this case_ In isotropic systems B,
is the only non-vanishing
coefficient and the xi are the isotropic invariants of x_ It is seen from table 1 that one isotropic invariant
exists for the third-rank tensor, and three for the fourth-rank tensor_ The latter correspond to the three
parametersmeasurablein twc+photon absorbtion in isotropic media [61-63]_
3-2 S_vmrueq
So far we have not imposed any symmetry constraint upon eq_ (20) The postulate of rotationai
invarianceallows only the components ~2 with m = 0, as shown in section 3-l:
-& = &??B,BS..
The property of the Wigner matrices D,“, = (BLn,,= (--l)=B~_mo~

(22)
l)“-“D’_,_,

gives a further condition:
(23)

which ensures that the distribution function is real_Therefore a maximum of 15 reaI parameters describe
the distribution function up to I = 3. This number is further reduced when additionai symmetry eIements
are present_
Let us assume that the distribution also contains symmetry planes containing the 2 axis. Due to the
rotational symmetry only one plane needs to be considered, say S,. Since molecuks with no mirror plane
cannot be arranged in such a way as to give the whole ensembIe mitror symmetry, a mirror phme must exist
in the moIecuIeas well_ fig_ 1 shows how the consequences for the distribution function are found Fiit, a
macroscopic mirror pIane transforms an orientational site (a, /3. y) into an equally probable one In the
second step the moIecuIarsymmetry plane is used to make the molecuhtrframe right handed again_Ftiy.
the set of Euler angles (a’, JI’- y’) is found that would have produced this orientation pureIy by rotation.
With ox= being the moIecuIarmirror piane we fmd f(a. B. y) = f( -a_ 8. - y) Ieading to B,,,_ = B&_ If
the moIecuIarsymmetry pIane is or=7theconditionis f(afl,y)=f(=-a,
-8, -y)
resuhingin B,,,=
B*,,_,( - Dm_ FinaIIyTfor the o+ plane f (4 B. y) = f (z - at, t - /3, y) and BImn= ( - l)‘-m+nB~,,,_n_ AI1
three cases are of course equivaknt, since they only differ in the choice of the moIecuIe-fiied axis systemIn combination with the rest& for the rotational invariance the number bf real parameters up to I = 3 is
reduced to 9 with one mirror plane- Combining the rest&s for a molecuIe with two mirror planes ‘oxi and
uusonly 5 parametersare Ieft. With aII three moIecuIarmirror planes this number reduces to Z.namely Byy)
and B, both being real.
In a sin&r way other symmetry constraints can be imposed. I%&, if the mohA.& were &&&es
rotationally symmetric around t&&r weq the dist+b+on function wouId becomeindependent of-y; and
the parameters
4cQ = <4@

8))
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With this forma&m
we-are’ now -ix- the -position to conn$CG the, microscopic q.ta&.icsrwitb
tI+macroscopic ones.‘We will present two eXampIes, one Startin,-& with the knowledge of the distribution _
.. .-.=
function, the other with the knowledge of the do minant molecular tensor elements_
:
: ..
~.
4_~Determinatiod of moIecnIar tensor components in a system with known &ientationaI distribution
. .
The generaI distribution function for a rotationally symmetric ensemble depends on the two. orienta- ~.
tionaI cockdinates /I and y_ In many cases, however, aII angks y are equaIIy probable and the distribution
function is only dependent on the angle /I giving the inclination of the mok+Iar
figure axis z to the polar
axis of the sample. .This can be due to mo1ecuIar~symmetry, eg when the mokcuIe can be considered ‘as
cyIindricaIIy symmetric_ It can ako be due to the mechanism of the orientation One exampIe is the
orientation of perman cnt dipoles in a static electric field leading to the distriiution:

f(B)
=

exP(-

xcos#3)

[

-1
1

jd,cl exp(-x=B)

,

x = pE/kT_

- WI_
(26)

Since f does not. depend on a and y, the only non-wmishing expansion coefficients B1=, are those with
m = n = 0. For the oriented dipole distribution function these are:
B too= l/x - coth(x),

B,,

= 1 + 3/x2-(3/x)

&,-,a = 6/x f 15/x3 - (1 + E/x=)

cotIt(

cotb(x).

(27)

For small parameters x they can be expanded:
B,,

a - 4x f &x3 -&x5,

Bra, a

+?jx’

-

&x4_

Bwo

a - &x3

+ &x5:

The following d&u&on
is. however- independent. of the particular form- of
Performing the average of B according to eq. (22) gives the simple resuh:
X’dQ= B&3;=_

(28)
the &a,,

coefficients_

(29)

The seven experimentaIIy accessible parameters xi9 correspond dire&y to seven molccuhtr parameters
hf.=_ These can also be expressed as Linear combinations of the fi,, elements incartesian coordinates via
the cocfficicnts given in table 2_ Thirteen pijk components are involved, but onIy seven independent Iincar
combiitions
appear_ They can be written in matrix form as:

for the cartesian components with the inverted matrices given as the tmmqxed of the matrices in .eq. (13):~
By successivemuhiplication of eqs (30). (29)* and (14) we can express the cartesian components of x in
tlloseof jk
-,

a = (3&m f 2B-)/S,

b = (Br,

- B3,)/10,

c= (4Brm t B&/10,

d = (1 f 2&)/6,

e = (1 - Bm)/6

and the inverted problem is:

with
Q' = (3/%x, f 2/Bxr,)/5,

c’ = 2(4/&m i- l/&,&S,

b’ = 2(1/B,,

- 1/Bs,,,,)/5,

d’ = 2(1 -I- 2/&)/3,

e’ = 2(1-

l/Bzoo)/3_

It should be noted that this inversion and consequently the determination of ah seven mokcuiar tensor
components is only possible when the BIoaare sufficientlyiarge- From Brm -z. 1 follows g = h = l/6 in eq.
(31) with the consequence:
XXYZ = x1z.u =

(33)

Xzxr*

whilewith &eB,,

wehaver

.x2zz=xzxx'xxzx+xxxz

134

and this linear dependence prevents inversion of the matrices in eq. (31)_ only two molecular parameters
are accessible in these cases, namely:

& = xzzz/Biw

=;

g

~&i+BiSi+Piiz)-.

(35)

i-1

The first term is the isotropic term which vanishes for non-&ml molecuIes_The second parameter is the
one measured in conventional fieId-induced second-harmonic generation &Z&27,43].
With molecules having large dipole moments in the kkctronic grotid
state-one
can hope to archive
considerable alignment using field strengthsbeIow the threshoIdof breakthrough ]53,54]_In fact, saturation
of the fiehi-induced second-harmonic generation has been observed [31]_ kince bighIy polar mokcuks are
also v-crylikely to have huge hypcrpolarizabilitics,the above outhncclproccdurc seems a promising method.

Often molecular synkneuy k
r&luck the number &f hon-vanishing tensor &mponents considera&;‘&
the left-hand side of eq_ (32) is simplified accordin&r_ The fr&qu&tIy encountered case of planar &e.Iectkn
-.
system!Gisdiscus&insection5_

5_ Determination of orientatiinai par&et-

when t&e molea&

tensor k_known

._

y
__ ._

up to 15 olientational param et& can be in<olved in the average but only- seven quaixtitis’ c&i be.
measured, The number of independent p&et&s
is reduced by sjmmee
properties of the sample or the
molecules as discussed in sections 2 and 3. For a molc&Ie with C& symmetry only scven~tcnsorelements
dd not Vanishby symmetry- With z as the twofold axis these a.zr!?
jJ”=, jS’&. 13,,,; fl,,, 8,,,
&.:, and /3+;:
If in addition thenmolecule_ is a planar _=-ekctron system, the &components containing the out of plane
coordinate i.ndeXinvolve two transition moments to ns~’ excited states in de perturbative expression for /3
[64]. Semi~pirical cakulati&s foi aniline tid pkitroaniline indicate that. theie tensor components are
indeed -very small for visible and ‘near W light [64]. The rek&ing components ” &zl j?‘,,; &_. and
When no mirror plane perpendicularto the mokcuk pIane_exists,the additional tensor ~mponents
have to be considered_ Table 3 shows how these enter into the _macroscopic
2::;
&_,
and B
susceptiiky. The r&ts have been obtained by first expressing the @A -in terms of the /3,,_ In the second
step the average was perfokned a&cording to eq_ (22) and using the symmetry’propcrties of the B
coefficients for a molecule with xz mirror plane. For example, jL= yields the contributions:

leading

to:

giving the first column of the matrix in table 3_ Table 4 give the result for the ma croscopic tensor in the
cartcsian coordinate representation.
With the above given symmetry restrictions five out of the possible n@e orientational p 2rameters are
invokd
in the averaged values accessible by sum- and difference-frequency mixing expeeentsThe

.
option
of a planar chromophore with negligible contriiutions from out-of-plane ttanSitjoti.moments
causes all &, ~~5thI even to vanish. Table 3 shows that the three xi contain only two orientaiional
parameters, namely B,
and Bllo_ Therefore, one of the x-values is redundant_ The ~2, however, depends
on three parameters Ea.
B,,,, and B,_
These caa still be determined by mcasurements at different
frequencies chosen in such a way that they single out particuk matrix elem&nts of B thrOu.& reSQnance
with accordingly polarized transitions When the three frequencies wI1 *,
and w~=G+~
o1 are in

.. i
._

210: -
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resonance
with a moIecuIarthree level system (n, b, c) as shown in fis 2, the dominaqt resonant part of /3
will be prcportionai to the tensor product of the~corresponding tr+xsition dipoles_ With states a, b, c
having symmetry A,, a_. and At of point group C&, for example, the dominant tensor elements are B,
(sum) and fl,, (dir), while with al.Istates having symmetry A, it tGll be /3=, for both processes With Bz’=
dominant the measuremet will yield &,_ With other frequencies involving B,, as the dominant tensor
component the linear combination B,, - (10/3)tEBm
is measured, while with &
dominant one gets
3 310Let us consider some cases of interest:
(i) B___
___ is dominant_ (This is the special case treated in ref- [45])_ From tabIe 4 we obtain:

xzxx = x_rz_u= x_uxz-

(38)

The orientationalparameter ratio is:
%xJ%x,

= (xzzz - 3xzx_~)/(xzzz

+ 2xzxxk

(3%

leading to

@OS3B>/(ccs

B> = xzzz/(x**z

+ 2xzxx)-

Ratios of this kind are easier to obtain than absolute values of x. For sufficiently sharp distributions of the
angle
this ratio can be interpreted
as cot? ~3,, and the average angle &-, can be extracted.
(3 &xx is dominant_ Table 4 now kads to:

orientation

xzzz = -2xX2x

= -2xxxz

(41)

and

&oo-

B,,-@Vq/&,

= (2xzxx-

4xzzz)/(xzzz

-+ 2X2xX)-

-B-l

(B,,

- B~)(e-2ir)-

For a random distribution of y we get:
p3

i-Q/(-

8) = G3ctix

- ~~tt)/~2Xz,ux

whereas the other extreme case-ye

<cos’ B>/@s
this

co~nds
(iii) 8,x, = &,

* xziz)*

0 &ether with --.(a)

8) = 2x*xx/(xr*z

+ 2x&)-

yieldsr

--

to the orientation model adopted in ref. [44] for rhodamine-6g on fused silica surfaces

is dominant_ -This leads to:
(471

xxzx=x_Uz

x222 = - 2xzxx7
and
Pm

= (3xrxx+

- B,,~)/&ao

2x*xzV(2x_Yxz

- 2xzxx)=

W

which for random y gives:
cm3 m/c=

B) = x*xz/(xxxz

(49)

- xzxx)-

while for y = 0 it gives:

@Js3 B>/<cos 8) = (2xxxz - x*xxV(2xxxr

m

- 2xzxx)-

(iv) IL= ad /Lx both give a dominant contribution- This could arise in sum-frequency experiments
where the outgoing frequency is rekant with a z-polarized transition while no real intermediate State iS
resonant with the ingoing beams. In this case is:
(51)

xX2x = x_uxz.
&J&x

= (xzzz

+ ~xxxzv(~xzxx

(52)

- ~x*.xA

and the two extremal values for the orientational ratio are for random y:

and for y=O:.

(cos’/3)/<cos /3) =

<x,,- 2Xzxxf

2x*xM~z*z-

2xzxx+~xxxA-

._ (54)

We can now attempt an interpretationof the recentlydetermined relativevalues xz& = 0.692, xzx_Y = l-0,
-0X8for rh@amCte-Sg ad&bed on fused s&a [52]. The molecule has almost ~G
x_kzx=xxxz=
Symmetry and the generated second-&rmonic light is’ resonant ~5th a r-polarized &G&ion. Taking the
symmetry I$ of thtzS, state for the intermediatestate, /3~& is expected to be dominant However, eq- (41) is
not-fulfill&
although the sign is-con-e& This suaests that some contribution kom /3& is present aS
-..
~incase~v)above.~_(52)gives:~.--

which

suun&

(ad

reasonable_ For the orientational parameter follows:

#t>/(cos fl> = 05959

y random,

= 0.8371

which_ for a sharpdis&iiution
/3,, = 395”
=23_8”

y = 0,

(56)

would indicatea

mean angIe&

ofr

y random,
..

y=O_

m

It seems that the more the angle y is restricted the more will & tend to smaller angles- With y = 0 the
molecuJ.ar y axis is restricted to lie in *Se surface pbme, and &, = 24” will pXace the moIec&r
plane at an
angle of 66” to the surface- It seems more reasonabIe to assume more freedom in the orientational
parameter and consequently allow the molecular dipole moment to come closer to the surface However,
the present data allow no fur&& conclusions_ Hopefully future experiments with frequenci~ favouring /3,,
wili resolve this ambiguity-

6: Determination of macroscopic xG’ tensor elements

The generated wave at the -rum or difference frequency is found as the soIution of an inhomogeneous
wave equation for the non-linear medium:
v x V x &(n2/c”)b=

-(4%/c’)@_

(58)

Here n is the refractiveindex for the generated wave, and 9 is the so-called source wave given by eq_ (3).
Outside the non-linear medium all waves propagate as free waves, which are found through application of
the various boundary conditions_ A realistic and still not too complicated case is given by the parallel
non-linear slab as -etched in fig 3.
The two ingoing beams E,, G_ enter the first boundary with angles of incidence 9,, iY2 and are refracted
into the non-linear medium_ Here they travel under the angles S;, S; with amplitude vectors E;, E; given
by Fresnels equations_ These in turn form the source wave:
g(r,

I)=x(~)tE,E,exp[i(k,-r--o,t)],

u~=w,

+a__,

k,=k,

+k,_

(59)

The source wave has an effective refractive index zza= k.&+_ As BIoemhergen and Pershan have shown
(6.51,all nor&n=
waves will travel in the plane spanned by ks and the surface normal r’, which is called
the plane of incidence and taken to be the x’z’ phme in fig- 3_
The non-linear medium is in general birefringent with refractive indices R ,, and I; I For beams p&tized
parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis. The latter is identical with the orientation axis z around which
the sample is rotationally in variant In order to avoid splitting of the beams into ordinary and extraordinary beams we mahe the further assumptiori that the orientation axis and the wave vectors of the ingoing
beams also lie in the plane of incidence. In praxis the orientation axis will often coincide with the surface
normal, eg in surface studies or in thin samples oriented by an electric dc field. In this case x’ = x, z’ = z.
constant i&action
of the beams inside the non-linear medium one could further
and ~=9s_Toensure
choose 9, and 9, so that after refraction S; = 35, .but this is not necessaq for the following formalism
:
Considering only s- or p-poiarized incident waves we have inside the non-linear medium:

2nl.-91

E;=
zzL

wsl?,+n;

E

wsi?,

‘,

E;=

2n,wsiPI
n,wsQs+n~ws91

-’

g
‘-

w

-

z'=d

-_
iFig R Wave wcmrs and pohrizatim directions for SW& and
diffma-fmpency
generation in a paralld non-Iinslab. _.
For discusisee uxr-

With both beams crossing the orientation axis under the same angle cp the following non-linear pokuizations are generated:

E;, E& :
Px = 0.

Py = 0,

(61)

P* = x=xX;

E;# If?;, :
c-=

~x=(xxzA-+xxxz)~~cp~~~
pz = xzxx
E;,E;,

co2 9Jf Xzu

-(xxzu+xxYz)~‘p~s~~
(621

sin2 Pi

:

P*=Xny

SiIl P,

Py=X_xzx

sin P,

Pz’

-Xzxy

053)

UJS Vi

E;,&:,:
Px=Xxn*I,

Py=Xx_xz*rP,

(W

Pz=Xzxr~sV-

Note that in gemxal each of these four cases leads to a different refractive index nS for the source waver
ns = (n,f+

(65)

+ ns+)/++

The wave equation can be solved separately for s- and p-polarized waves [12,65]_ In the general cask a
reffected wave ER and a transmitted wave ET will result The problem has been d.kcus& extensively by.
Bloembergti and Pexshan [653 and by Jerphagnon %nd -Kurtz [12]. Both +-tick
handle the boundary
condition with slightly ‘different asmnptions about multiple reflections, interferrce with backscatt~exed
waves and finite beam-size correctionC Here it is onli necessafy to n&e that the generated waves can be
_-_
written in the f&-m:
_-.
._~~
-- (66)
_.
-EL =f rpr
8, =fxPx
fz%-

l

+

The factors f depend on the r&active indices at fizz&en& 03 &I the thre&xkd.k
and g,. For the transmittea wave they als? dep&d on the sample thickness.

ni,

n-i, n,

a~ &ll

a~ &

_

a
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It follows that Es measures P, while Ep measures a linear combinatidn of Px Ad Pz_ This linear
combination is in general not the transversal component of P, i-e_ the compotient of P pe@endicular to k,.
U+YSS in the case- of norm& iricidence’(S, = 0) or perfect phasematch+g
(ns = n;)
the. longi&inal
tensor components
compkmt
of BP wili contribute_ This is important for the measure ment of theT3Gal~
-xX12, xyzyz and xzxF When El, E2, and P all lie in the mine plane, the isotropic part of the tensor.
P 8 El 8 & vanishes:
(P@E,@E,),o
= (i/6)(P_,Edtz

-F P,E,,E-.,

+ P,E,,E,,-

P,E,,E,,-

I‘,.E,,E,,

- P_rE,zE2y)

= O_ (67)

Consequently. xs cannot be measured.
A single measurement is characterized by the polarization of E,. E,, and the analysator for the
generated wave_ each abbreviated by s or p_ The experiments @ss)_ (sps). and (ssp) will yieId one tensor
element each, namely x~_~_~, xxzrT and xx_=- With these xzzz is accessible from (ppp)_ Several solutions
for xzzz wiH be possible depending on the choice of sign for the other three tensor components. This
probiem can be resolved
when data obtained for several angles of incidence or from both reflection and
transmission are included into the analysis [52]_ The three chiral components are access -ble with the
expeximents (spp), (psp). and (pps)_ When the transversal component of P does not contribute, f-&I*-=
:an q and the three measurement= become linearly dependent_ This Ieads to the same condusion as drawn
earlier from eq_ (67)_

7_ Condusion
The non-linear optical susceptibility xW of a rotationally invariant sample can have up to seven
independent components; A method to determine these in sum- or difference-frequency mixing experiments has been outlined_ The macroscopic tensor elements are linked to the tensor elements of the
mokcu!ar hyperpolarizabiiity B through an ensemble averaged with an orientational distribution function_
In cases where this probability function is known by design, e-g through orientation of molecular dipoies
in a static ekctric fieJ& up to seven components of j3 can be found_ Such a method has promising aspects
for the study of organic non-linear optical materials? especially when the molecules of interest form
ccntrosymmetric crystals_ On the other hand, when the do minant mokcukr tensor elements tie known,
orientational information can be obtained_ This has especially interesting applications for surface studies
by second-order non-linear optical effects which are beeing developed during recent years_
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